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Chapter 4

Frameworks and Approaches
to Support Diverse Learners
lf we don't insist on the value of what we teach, have faith in our students,
and persist in our attempt to make the education connections, then our
invitation tends to have a shallow and possibly false ring. (Liston 2004)

need to have a working model in mind when designing lesson
for a class of diverse learners, and there are a number ofwellresearched frameworks and approaches to draw on. The two frameworks
we use to design lessons and units that engage and support all learners are
Universal Design for Learning and Backruard Design. In this chapter, we
explain these two planning frameworks and six well-known and indlusive
teaching approaches:

feachers

I

sequences

1. assessment for learning
2. open-ended strategies
3. gradual release of responsibility
4. cooperative learning
5. literature circles and information
6. inquiry

circles

These approaches also address several ofour key beliefs about teaching
and learning:

.

'
'
'

learning is both individual and social
learning should be personally meaningful and authentic
learning builds from prior experience and background knowledge
students from grade 5 through grade t2 must learn to work with a
range of different teachers who may use different instructional styles
and may convey different messages

i
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subject content
students from grade 5 through grade \2 must learn
with, remember,
engage
and the srrbje.i-related thiniin[ strategies to
connect to, process, and synthesize the content

Universal Design for Learning
(Rose and Meyer 2OO2)'is one
Universal Design for Learning, or uDL
can also
frr*"*ork*"Lep in *ird #ir", designing lessons and units. Itmeans
as,,designing learning lo support all learners."This
diverse
"*f."rr.d
design.lurrr"oo*""ctivities that tate into account the
that the
find
We
interests o^f all class members'

t.
;i#"

,tr*gafrr, .li"["rrg".,

and

accommodationsweputintoplaceforstudentswithspecificleedscan
of.uor has moved
benefit many othe*iri""i.;firrning. Using_the principles
approaches
using
a"- -ut irg u number oriiaiviaul phns toward to access
ideas,
".
"*ry
in learning,
ifru, oif", multiple *?y, f* all students to "rrgug"
and
- - to show their learning'
,r" originated i.r thE field of architecture known as "universal design,"

whenarchitectsrespondedtotheincreasingdemandl?.-,k"thebuiltworld
majority of
more accessitt" to uU. i"r, most buildi.rgr,i"r. accessible !o lhe
entertuildirtgs by stairs'
people, but not to all peopl9' A1- tl""gh Lost peoplerollerblades, mothers pushing
some peop1"-p"opti in'wheelchairi people on
The big idea of universal design
UuUy .i,rofi"r.-'find stairs a barrier to acciss.
with the
i, Au, structures, tit e brilai"gs, should be planned and then built
"typical"' person' By also
diverse population in mind, n"ot just u g"n"iit, or
people," architects
taking into account the needs of those-who are not "most
Ramps n-ot only help
can design structures that meet the needs of all people.
or strollers or on rollerblades but also benefit anyone
those in"wheelchairs

fining with their knees, or carrying a bo1, or facing other
,r*rp..t"a arrd perhfrs temporary challenges' When architects apply the
to access
prirr.ipl". of ,.ri*rridesign-, they plan multiple ways for people
lfr"f,*, food, and water, *J.t *ith lther people, or access fesource people
,"J,"rri.".. Mo., individuals can, thus, benefit from these design features
any time in their lives.
^t These concepts of universal design can beapplied to education as a
and the means by
response to the varied individual wayi that studenls learn
of and respect
which they access learning. At its core, uDL is an acceptance
students'
for diversity. It goes t"yoid physical barriers, taking into account
"fix"
should
we
that
sensory rrri .oi.ritir" ,r."a.. Ruther than the perspective
takes a studentchildren because they do not learn in a particulat way,uordesigning
means
This
."rrtr"a approach, bf redesigning the curriculum'
process
and
studeits, tut'y *uyt for them to access
many ways ,o
"rrgug"
know and learn'
infoimatlon, ,rd-#ny ways for them to express wha,ll.y
plovid:
that
activities
We achieve itrir Uy.r.irrg *rri*lar materiali and
and abilities'
multiple paths foi studJrts with differing strengths, interests,

;;;
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These alternatives zre built into theinstructional design of educational
materials; they are not added on after the fact. Universal design principles .
webcan apply to arsignm"nts, classroom discussions, group work, handouts,
based Lttrrr.tiorr, and even lectures or demonstrations'

Three guiding PrinciPles
There are three guiding principles of universal design as oudined in
the paragraphs tlhat fo[o*. Wittrin a particular unit of instruction and
dep.ndiig fn the needs of our students, we might focus on one principle
more than another.
1. Multiple means to tap into learners' interests and background knowledge
to activate prior knowledge and increase engagement and motivation
chrp,"r, 5 to 1,2 off", *uy, to tap into_ learners', interests and background
kno*l"dge; in chapter 5, fo, e*rmple, Linda and Leyton use a variety of
connectiig ,t ut.gi". to help students access and link their prior knowledge
during a.unit.
arrd .rperi=.nces 6 the key ioncepts and apprgaches they study
The activities they devise encourage their students to use personal experience
teachers can then
and background knowledge to .r["g" with the content; the
tailor sublequent activitief to build from what students already know and
and
b"li.rr". For example, their pfocess of inviting students to find, describe,
individual
an
Process
interpret personaf artifacts iupports both a shared and
writing,
reading,
of
repertoire
students'
l"ita
to
of t"ur"i"g and discove.y.
from their
and thinklrrg strategies, ihey start by inviting students t9 drlw
curriculum
individual interestsind explrienc"s, th.n move to the shared
to draw
content. Students have a variety of their own Personal experiences
introducing
and
artifacts
from. Moving from personal aitifacts to family
own personal
concepts like"backstiy, teachers invite students to use their
key events in
on
factors
various
of
impact
artifacts to study the
urrd

fu-ity

society and historY.

2. Multiple means for students to acquire the information and knowledge
that can help them process new ideas and information
-hrp,". 6 iliustrates how teachers use multiple approaches to help students
.rplf." a key concept while at the same. time developing thinking strategies.
fytifr;uf""", Krista, and Leyton planned a unit that led students to examine
t o*lop., i.rro*ledge, or friendship can contribute to the survival and
in chapter 10,
strength of the hrr-"", spirit. Like Lisat and Staceyt students
Mehjabeen's
and fiathyt students in chapter 9, the students in Krista's and
survive
classrooms had many opportunities to learn how various characters
all
text,
read-aloud
a
difficult events and peri-ods in their lives. By using
reduced
students had accessio a shared text. Reading this text aloud
and ideas
information
collecting
p"r..ptoul barriers for some students.
another' gave
one
ielated to the theme of survival, then discussing them with
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students could
students another way to process ideas. Graphic organize-Is thal
offered them
use to organizetheii thoughts about the information collected
yet anotlier way to acquire ideas and knowledge'
Li,.ru*." .ir.l". provided a different entry into the topic. As students
themes and
moved through the unit, they chose books relaied to the same
other texts. The books
discussed how what they weie learning related back to
students a
a range of lengths, settings, and protagonists. offering
..
engage with
and
access
to
only
not
help"ed
from
.hoor!
?o
,""t,
,'""g"
"f but also to practise targeted_thinking strategies_many times over'
k y'id"",
(Tf.ry,, online literati-rre circles fescribed in chapter 72 also provide a further

'

**""0

.*r"*ion

,!;

of ways into a toPic.)

3. Multiple means for students to express what they know - we also
we offer students a fange of ways to show what they know. !911ever,
show
abiliry to
reahzethat we need to i.toully introdrr.e and develop their
year, Lelton
school
a
of
midpoint
ii.ir i*i"g in this rarrge of *ays. By the
students have
and Linda (irupt", 5) ha've introduced and developed, and.
pr**"J, rfrr""'o, four ways to show what they know-critical timelines,
io.r..p, maps, dramatizatins, writing-in-ro1e. Thus, students can choose
In
rod"irorrrtrute their learning in a way that wolks bestfor them'
^*^y
.t upa", 11, catriona helps students develop their understanding of and
,trut"gi". for creating a iowerPoint presentation. Students build criteria as
, .luri give one ,rrotir., descriptive feedback, and revise their presentations
,.irrg ilii, feedback. Catriona also develops students'.oral presentation
.trutigi". at the same time. She uses students'oral, visual, and written
communications to assess students' thinking strategies and understanding
of key geography-reiated concepts. Students who struggle to communicate
"-o[Aiay"t
ave the opportunity to share their understandings in more
in o.r"
thrn or. *"y. Stod"rrts ha#learnedhow to Process information and express
sense
what they know in multiple ways and, as a result, Catriona has a better
of what ihey have learned and what she should focus on next.
we ,rr" ,r" because it acknowledges and accepts diversity as a reality
learning
and strenSh, and it helps us to plan and organize for teaching and

with diversity in mind

Backward Design
Planning and teaching with both students and content in mind
Teaching in the Humanities requires us to determine important ideas and
order
endurin[ understanding, arrd what th!+ing strategies students will need in
on-for
focus
can
we
that
to demolstrate these ulderstandings.Theri is much
deep
example, interesting details,layers and layers of facts and perspectives-but
a big
1"*rri|rg'r""ds to bi rooted ina few coreconcePts.By core conceptswe mean
idea th"at can be used to link all the information in a unit'
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When we focus teaching and learning on core concepts, students can build
connections between ideas and see them as interrelated components of a bigger
concept. In classrooms where meaningfirl, authentic, and concept-oriented
learning occurs, students develop enduring understandings by relating ideas from
the texts they are studpng to theii prior knowledge and to society. To do this, we
need to determine what is most important for students to learn and then design
learning sequences that explicitly teach the thinking skills they need.
We find the Backward Design approach ofWiggins and McTighe
(2001) to be a helpful framework to focus our planning, assessment, and
instruction so that we can build both the thinking strategies and the content
knowledge of all students. Backrrard Design irrvJrre. fo,ir t .y elements:

.

identi$, key concepts from learning outcomes and organize lessons
and learning sequences around the enduring understandings that
we want students to develop by the end of a unit of study
2. identi$r what thinking strategies students need to develop and use to
complete learning tasks and, in particular, for summative assessments
3. align formative and summative assessments so that students know
what is expected of them
4. explicidy teach and assess thinking strategies as part of a unit of study
so that students become increasingly successfi.rl learners
f

In chapter 8, you will meet Dave andJulie Anne. Like many teachers,
they often find that their students see Social Studies as a collection offacts,
dates, people, and events. Julie Anne and Dave want their students to rcahze
that there are enduring understandings to be learned from finding and
examining connections between the facts. Most importantly, theywant their
students to learn how to construct interpretations and support their ideas
with logical reasoning, as experienced historians,lawyers, anthropologists,
and geographers do.
The chapters that follow present examples of teachers working together.
Together, they decide what is most important for students to learn and
do, and then support students in developing understandings that are at
the heart of the curriculum in English Language Arts and in Social Studies.
Because these understandings are not grade-specific, it is easy to take the
lesson sequences in the following pages and adapt them for another grade.
Chapters 5 , 8,9 ,11, and 12 all work with concepts and thinking strategies
that span intermediate, middle, and secondLry years of the curriculum.
Chapters 6,7,!0,and12 bring the big ideas of Social Studies/Humanities
into English Language Arts classrooms to anchor student learning of
thinking strategies.
These big ideas are issues and understandings that require "un-coverage"
is, when the students build their understanding bit by bit. The issues
-that
do not have simple answers. They require critical thinking. Thus, students
must use thinking strategies to make sense of how real and fictional events
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strategies required
and factors relate to each other.To develop the thinking
archivists' and geographers'
of writers, historians, anthropologists,linguists,
Learning in th9
we need to be engaged in a p'ot""tt of meaning--4tg:
in the Humanities
Humanities ,"q.ri* these tirinking strategies;teaching
and enduring
ideas
requires teacheis to determine what the important
need in order to
understandings are, what thinking strategies the students
teach students how
demonstrate these ,rrrd"r.,"rrdingl, and tlen to explicitly
to develoP these strategies.

To begin:

.Lookatthecurriculumforrelatedlearningoutcomes.
. Discuss what is most important for students to know and do in
the unit.
by linking the
' Brainstorm the big ideas to explore during thetounit
know and do'
various things thaf are important for students
We use just a few simple questions to guide our planning'
. Planning: What do I want my students to know and do by the end
of the unit?
these
Assessment: How will I know that they have developed
understandings and thinking strategies?
' Instructiorr, fro* will I engage students in constructing
understandings and developing key strategies?
st'mmative
For example, in chapter T,Joanneuses a memoir as a
for the unit---two
assessment that links to fo* enduring understandings

.

process-based, two idea-based:

l.Effectivecommunicatorsuseavarietyofstrategiestoshare,
construct, and clarifY meaning.
2. Authors make revisions in order to clarify meaning'
,,draw
a
the line" between truth and lies at different places,
-). P"opl"

for different reasons.
need to decide for ourselves where to draw our lines between
truth and lies.
with her students so that they can-show
Joanne spends the unit working
r11d mlnf
whaithey harre learrred about the liie between truth and lies. They
discussion,
texts on ihi, ,opi. and engage in many activities requiring.resPonse'
elements
memoirs'
to
related
and analysis. She also r"i""t studenti mini-lessons
to
orror- and sryle, and the writing process. All students have a chance make
develop strategies
meaning, d"r"lop understandi"g. ub9"t truth and lies, and
develop these
that hefith"- Jo--o.ricate th"ese ideas through a memoir.They
il;,1|Jngs and strategies throughout the unit as they self-assess and receive
criteria.
feedback froriJoanrre ,rd th"ir peers in relation to shared
Backward Design'
Formative assessment is at ihe heart of our approach to
In chapter 1_1, catriona first identifies the key understandings, strategies
4.

we
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and knowledge students will need to dernonstrate their understanding of the
concepts in her geography unit. Then she examines the learning needs of her
students. From the emerging patterns of strengths and stretches (challenges)
in her class profile, she designs learning sequences to fit. She wants to promote
her students'abilities in oral language and their interest in computers while

accommodating their difficulties with written output, their weak attention
control, and thiir lack of confidence in their critical thinking abilities. By
identifying and planning her unit with both the key concepts and her class
profile in mind, Catriona uses explicit teaching to help her students think
critically about statistics and draw conclusions from their analysis about the
quality of life in developing and developed countries.
Using frameworks like Backurard Design helps us to develop learningcentred classrooms where all students engage in deep content learning that
builds enduring understandings and thinking strategies. Using uor helps
us plan for diversity. Next we outline six approaches that help us to apply
the principles of uol while supporting students in their efforts to develop
enduring understandings and to become strategic learners.

1. Assessment for learning (AFL), formative assessment
When we use assessment for learning strategies, we make sure that every
student gets personalized feedback in response to a class-wide focus. In
chapter 3, we introduced the AFL strategies that make a difference:

'
'
.

.
'
'

Learning intentions-By identifying learning intentions, students
know where they are going and what they will be able to do.
Creating criteria-By including students in the development of
criteria that wili be applied to their work, students internalize criteria
related to learning intentions.
Descriptive feedback- Descriptive feedback helps students determine
where they are in the process and make adjustments for further success.
Qrestioning-Teachers use questions that are open-ended and invite
and encourage students to develop their own questions.
Self-assessment and peer-assessment-Opportunities to selfassess and give feedback to Peers moves students toward owning and
personalizing criteria and self-regulating their actions.
Ownership-students come to "own" their learninS, feel a shared
ownership of the learning community and its activities, and work
toward making a difference in their own and others'learning.

arl

focuses on getting information about students'use of

of essential information. The arl

thinking
information

strategies and understanding
is then used to make a plan. We often say, "No plan, no point." Unless the
arl information is going to be used to set goals, to create plans to achieve
those goals, and then to assess whether the goals have been achieved, it is not
worthwhile collecting it. When looking at AFL information, we always focus
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first-What

can my students do? What's workingi Then we
identify focus areas. We set class-r.vide goals that apply to a// students and
have students set personal goals. Most importantly, we make sure that there
are not too many goals, because we want to stay focused and see growth.
These should be goals that we practise throughout a unit and evaluate in our
summative assessments. To have the greatest impact, we want students to get

on strengths

ongoing feedback from us-What's working? What's not working? What's
next?-from each other, and ultimately from themselves, reflecting and
continuing to set goals and working on them from activity to activity.
In each of the next eight chapters, we identify the erl strategies used
and how these relate to their summative assessments, assessment
teachers
by
of learning, aol. Backward Design helps remind us that our formative and
summative assessments must line up. This helps us keep our summative
assessment authentic. We may have many bullets on a rubric, but we only
summatively assess those thinking strategies that we have taught and students
have practised. If we didnt teach it, we wont evaluate it. Our assessment of
learning aligns with what we have actually taught, and it assesses thinking
strategies that students have had a chance to work on over time.

2. Open-ended strategies
We find that instruction using open-ended strategies is a key ingredient
in classrooms that are learning communities. Open-ended instructional
strategies are those that do not set a ceiling on what students can learn
and do. Rather, they allow students to stretch as far as they can go in using
language and pushing the edges of their current knowledge. At the same time,
they support all learners in thinking about their learning and contributing
to the learning ofothers. By using open-ended strategies, all students have
opportunities to learn, identiSr, and share relevant background knowledge. To
give students opportunities to use their own interests and experiences is the
first principle of Universal Design. Open-ended strategies also set students
up to construct their own understandings. When using Backward Design
principles, we plan instruction around curriculum expectations and design
opportunities for students to move from their current learning place to a
learning place as described by the curriculum. We believe that all students can
and should build on and from their prior knowledge, thus we use instructional
strategies that ask students to find information, relate it to other information,
and develop possible interpretations. Using open-ended strategies engages
students in meanirig-making and knowledge construction.
As mentioned in chapter 1, we divide open-ended strategies into three
categoriesl these are strategies that help students in connecting, processing,
and transforming or personalizing information. You willfind an example of
connecting strategies in chapter 5. There you will notice that Leyton and Linda
often begin a lesson by asking students to connect what they already know
to the ideas and concepts that they are studying. We often start a learning

i
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sequence by asking students to predict, link, or compare key words, ideas, or
relationships before engaging with new content. Activating prior knowledge
helps students connect what they are learning to what they already know.
For the second category-processing-we use teaching strategies
that help students draw out, link, and compare key information from texts.
These processing strategies can be used with all kinds of texts-print, media,
visual, and oral. In chapter 1,2,Terry has students develop and compare
their understanding of text with others online. In chapter 9,Kathy asks her
students to use thinking strategies to find information related to the key
questions that they are exploring.In both these examples, the teachers are
focused on students using strategies to make meaning and think critically
in relation to key questions, not engaging in a rote activity like finding the
"right" answer. A hallmark of open-ended instructional strategies is that
student thinking is used to find information, relate it, and come up with
and support unique interpretations. Students have to engage in the process
and can do so in ways that draw on their background knowledge and
strengths as learners.
The third type of open-ended teaching strategy is one that requires
students to take information and personalize and transform it. This kind of
strategy is focused on figuring out what and how the elements of information
go together. When possible, we ask students to take information from
multiple sources, combine it, and communicate how the information can be
pieced together to show a principle, a theme, or a big idea. If the information
comes from a single source, it is doubly important that students go through
the process of transforming the information into another form (e.g., the ideas
from a novel or textbook are shown as an icon or diagram). This helps them
determine the importance or relevance of certain information. Personalizing
and/or transforming strategies involve synthesizing information. Synthesizing
is more than summarizing it involves showing that you have made sense of
how information goes together and you have made decisions about what is
important and how you can best communicate your understanding. In chapter
10, Stacey uses an ideagram as a way for students to show how they relate
key ideas from a text that they are reading to other texts, to their personal
experiences, and to events around the world. Similarly,Julie Anne and Dave
(chapter 8) help their students personalize and transform their understandings
into medicine wheels.
Open-ended instructional strategies are a powerfirl way to teach while
keeping all the learners in mind. These strategies require students to make
connections, process information, and transform information in avariety of
ways. By using these strategies, we build in a range of seamless supports and
prompts as we encourage students to personalize and share their responses.
Students with learning challenges are included as members of the learning
community, as part of the classroom conversation, and are engaged in
quality teaching and learning through open-ended strategy sequences.
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They construct meaning with the supp-ort of peers rather than by-rvorking
For us' a
or, ."pur"," lessons that:re.rrove them from the learning cont",.1'
one
learners,
all
and
celebrates
.oppo*irr. classroom is one that welcomes
their
in whlch teachers use instructional strategies to help students develop
thinking and their knowledge.

3. Cradual release of responsibility
of
Another approach that supports diverse learners is the gradua.l rekase .
are
strategies
,*pr"tlOliiy (Pearsonani baflagher 1983). When key thinking
development
identified for a unit of study teachers can gradually release the
to
modelling
from
of their students' capac\ty as thinkers and doers, moving
practice'
guided practice to students practising in.small groups, toindependent
iV" *r,ltr for students'independent application of these key thinking
with
strategies, applying them in new contexts without teacher PromPting.As
and
operr-?rd"d rtot.ly instruction, we focus on having students personalize
with increasing independence'
apply
"pproaches
of
" irr'&"pter
6, Mehjabeen,,ia fri.tlgradually released the strategy
assessment
questioning into their itudents'control. They crafted a_summative
taught
they
skills,
it ur"*pti.iUy evaluated their students'questioning
af
,o"riorr.^*uys of developing questions thioughout the unit.They introduced
strategies usingthe.b ook Fish.Then
modelled various
and
[".rtioni"g
students tried out these strategiei

with

a partner. Students w.ere given

literature
opportuniti., to pruJtir. , q.r..iio'ing strategy in their
criteria for journal
;ir.1"ir"ri'p'r. Whe. the tiachers ani their stulents built
unit,
oni of the criteria had to do with questions. Throughout the
questions'
their
"rrtri"i
improve
to
students were given explicit feedback in order
f:1 t*dtnts to
opportuni?
an
was
Finally, the suirmative assessment
thinking strategy
indiviJuafly demonstrate how they had developed this
over the course of the unit'

;;i;rpi.

4. CooPerative learning

.

ability to contribute
Cooperation plays a key role in learning and in. one,s
an )nstrucdona)
is
also
learning
to and participate ;n ,oli.t1, Cooperatilre
leatning
Cooperative
diversiry.
uppro^it thui honours and builds on student
Cooperative
irrrrolrres having students work together in peer-mediated gfoups.
learning helpsitudents develop thinking strategies and make meaning
togethi. W. say to students: 'You should leavothis grouP smarter than'when
it." Cooperative learning will serve students well both duringyoi,
"rrt.r"d
and beyond school. A key aspect of an effective workplace is the ability of
.o-*oik"r. to confront and resolve conflict. The most common aptitudes
found in job descriptions relate to communication skills and to interpersonal
skills. Working together provides students with opportunities not only to
learn content but ,1.o to tuild their understanding through interaction'
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Similarly,
Many researchers have shown how learning is socially constructed'
growth.
.r"rrologirts argue that talk is essential for intellectual
Co'op"r"tii" learning in the Humanities reqtr_r9s_sgcial skills,
of study a
communiation skills, anl critical thinking skills. Within a unit
of these areas'
two
of
teacher may choose to help students develop skills in one
and encouraging
Social skills include takinf turns, showing mutual respect,
clarifi cation,
seeking
others. Communication slills include paraphrasing,
include
u.."p,irrg and extending the ideas of oth"ti. Ctiti.rl thinking skills
issue,
,orp'""ai.g judgment, C*onsidering multiple perspectiv€s related to an
trkirg into account multiple factors, and recognizing bias'
ft" h".r" erp.rienced the power of cooperative learning in K to 12
students in active
classrooms. One of the most ptwerful ways to engage
been said,
i;;;"g is to have them talk io orr" another about what has justanother
oUr"*Ja, or read. Another is to have them share and give one
worked on over
ieedback'regarding a project or composition that they ha1,9
by teachers in this
several classes. Th" .ooplrative learning approaches used
their thinking
book are collaborative, in that they require itudents to share
chapters. In
the
of
points along ttre way, as you will see in many
"i,"".r4
students explore
some cases, cooperatiire learning is a means of helping
progress' and get
in
works
id"u., d"rr"iop possible unde^tindings, share
the communication
feedback. In other examples, teacheri teach and assess
(see
and Lisa's and
Kathy's
unit
their
of
and collaboration skills as part
focus is on having
the.
Whether
Stacey,s chapters-9 and iO-fo. examples).
or building.students' social
students scaffold one another's thinking tver time,
skills, cooperation
and communications skills, or developing critical thinking
plays a key role in the learning community'

5. Literature circles and information circles
is to use
one of the most effective ways to engage and support alllearners
of texts on the same
Ji.,r"rr" texts. Within a unit of rtoay, *" collect a range

possible.Texts
;fr"-b",;rn u, *ia" arungeof ieading levels an-d genres.as
levels' short stories'
include picture books, no"ls zt a nige of reading
mav
'.#;;;;i.i..l
and online texts'
advertisements,
such as art,

,rd

visual texts
rrnit by building students'background knowledge using
new
often start a

we
acommontextorseveral.ho,tpi".",oftext,thenweaskstudentstodig
more related texts'
u topi. by choosing from and reading several
;;;;'t;;;
- '
read
irr lhupt", ldyo,, will see how Stacey and her class
Fo,

"xrmpl.,
into literature circle novels'
Francesco D'Adamo's lqOat together before moving
.t rp*, 6, Mehjabeei, ,rrd krirta began with the accessible, shared novel,
ilrni,y Luur^S. Nilatthews, to introduJ. k"y .ot ..pts and tar. get key thinking
,i.^,"gi"r with their classes. Alongside this shared text, they introduced
levels that exploled
literature circle texts that includinovels at various reading
students applied
the same theme. While reading their literature circle novels,
grouPs were
Fish.The
with
ih" thirrkirrg strategies that they had practised

i,
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fluid. As students completed a novel, they moved on to another literature
circle group. Students then applied thinking skills-questioning and making
connections-to explore and compare how the theme of survival was
developed by different authors.
In chapters 6, 1,0, and \2,yortwill see how students choose their own books,
read attheir own pace, engage in conversations about what they are reading, and
keepjournals aboutwhat they are learning through readings and conversation.
Literature circles allow students to read ai their own pace, apply strategies that
have been introduced previously, and develop enduring understandings about big
ideas through conversations about the texts they choose to read.
Information circles involve taking the literature circle structure
and applyirrg it to information texts, including textbooks. Students have
discussions about the text they have chosen to read in small, peer-led
discussion groups.Information circles offer students a choice of text in the
Social Studies classroom. They help teachers gradually release the use of
particular thinking strategies and allow a deeper investigation ofkey concepts
first explored as a whole class. Of course, the power of talking together
helps to enhance. student understanding. A11 students get a chance to share
ideas and develop meaning together without deferring to the teacher. Like
literature circles, information circles have several key components:
Students choose the reading materials from texts that the teacher
has introduced.
An information circle is a group of students who have chosen to read
the same article, chapter, or book.
Students keep notes to guide both their reading and discussion
(e.g., a journal entry a graphic organizer, sticky notes, annotations

in the text).
a

'
'
'
'

Groups meet regularly to discuss their reading.
Discussion points and questions come from the students, not from
the teachers or the textbooks.
Personal responses, observations, and questions are the starting

point of discussion.
The teacher acts as a facilitator and observer.
When information circles finish a cycle, groups may share highlights
of the reading with classmates through presentations, discussions,
dramalzattons, or other media.
New groups form around their new reading choices, and a new
cycle begins.

In chapter 9,yo,twill read how Kathy chose a variery of information
texts about China. She introduced the articles and asked students to each
select one to read. Students coded their thinking to share with others reading
the same article. As in literature circles, students share their thinking in their
small groups. Discussion helps the students prepare to write a response to

Chapter 4: Fromeworks ond Approoches to Support Diverse Leorners

the article. Over time, Kuthy, like the teachers in this book who use literature
circles, asks students to help create criteria to define what goes into an
effective discussion and response.

6. lnquiry
The inquiry approach is another framework that engages and supports all
learners. Inquiry provides a planning structure to help students develop
thinking strategies that lead to deeper understandings about concepts.
Inquiry can also help us match our teaching to our students'learning. When
working with an open-ended question over the course of either several
lessons or a full unit of study, students collect, compare, and synthesize
information over time. Embedded within an inquiry are several thinking
skills. In chapters 5 through 1.2,yots. can see how thinking skills can be
introduced and used to explore big ideas in relation to an overarching
question or to student questioning within the unit of study. Krista and
Mehjabeen focus on questioning in their opening unit (chapter 6), so that
students can call upon this core strateg'y throughout the year.
The teachers you will meet in the following chapters use open-ended
inquiry questions that set a purpose for learning. Students read, write,
explore, make meani.girl connections, and apply what they are learning to
new texts and situations. Dave and Julie Anne use inquiry to help students
examine current and historical perspectives around Aboriginal Peoples of
Canada. Kuthy uses inquiry to help transport her students to an ancient
civilization where they seek information and work to synthesize and apply
opposed to expecting students to learn the "right
what they are learning
-as
two
or
three questions per novel for students to refect
answers." Terry poses
upon and respond to in their online posts, thus starting a conversation with
an online peer. Catriona links inquiry to critical thinking, and Joanne injects
inquiry into the writing process, where authors ask themselves about the
choices they are making.

Conclusion
Together with our colleagues, the teachers you will meet in the next eight
chapters, we are committed to working and learning together. Teaching in
ways that support thinking and learning in all of our students continues
to fuel our own process of inquiry. Along the way, we have discovered and
tailored frameworks and approaches that support the diverse learners of our
classrooms. We embrace the diversity in our classrooms; We want to help all
students develop and use their strengths and interests while also developing
common thinking strategies. We invite you to adapt these ideas for the
grades and units that you teach. Make them your own. The frameworks and
approaches introduced here are not grade-specific or topic-specific. They
can easily be used in several grades, whether in Social Studies, in English
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chaPter that

Language Arts, or in Humanities classrooms' Turn to the
the approaches
interests you most and think about how you migfrt adapt
gradual release
described-assessment for learning, open-ended strategie-s,
information circles,
of responsibiliry cooperative learniig, iiterature circles,

inquiry-fo,

yoot students.

